Azure Integration in Microsoft Dynamics 365
Finance & Supply Chain Management

With the release of the new Cloud ERP have come new
opportunities for partners. Understanding Microsoft Azure and
what new capabilities it provides together with D365F&SCM to
customer businesses is a vital part of a successful migration to
a cloud SaaS solution.

1-day intensive hands-on workshop
This 1-day workshop is intended to give an overview of the
capability to integrate Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance & SCM
Apps with Microsoft Azure. The training will provide valuable
insights into the tools available for inbound and outbound business process integration with the Azure platform.
Participants will be introduced to Azure integration services. In addition, participants will be introduced to the
most commonly used integration scenarios and how-to implementation strategies and examples.
During this part of the training, participants will be introduced to these topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Azure platform overview, application registration, and security
Azure integration services overview (Azure Event Grid, Azure Event Hub, Azure Service Bus, and Azure
Service Queue) and business case scenarios with Dynamics 365
Logic Apps overview, business value, and integration with Dynamics 365 platform
Introduction to Azure functions, use cases, and triggers from Azure/Dynamics 365
Azure storage services overview, Azure Blob storage, and Azure Data Lake roles in Dynamics 365

The training is a mix of presentations and demonstrations.
Course outcome:
After the training, participants will understand the key underlying technologies used in the D365F&O application’s
integration with Azure and will be able to use them in their own business. They will be able to decide which tool
best suits their needs, the pros and cons of each service, the business value, and the necessary steps to take to
create such integration.
Requirements for attendees:
•
•

General knowledge of Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations
Understanding basic ERP business processes

If you are looking for valuable insights into what tools are available for inbound and outbound
business process integration with the Azure platform, this training is what you need!

About the instructor:
The workshop will be delivered by Ignas Stočkus, a devoted Microsoft Dynamics AX/D365 F&SCM
professional. Ignas has had an intensive career as an instructor, and to date has delivered a significant
number of deep hands-on workshops introducing Dynamics D365 F&SCM, PowerApps and various
integration scenarios, as well teaching programmers and developers on developing Apps&Extensions for
D365 F&SCM. The workshops delivered by Ignas are always a big success and are highly rated by
participants.
About 1ClickFactory
Being a Dynamics solution provider today can be an opportunity or a challenge. Your business is challenged by new
business models, technologies, competitors, growth, etc. All in all, it’s a constantly changing world that is difficult to
navigate, and one in which it is difficult to create more profitability with less risk and lower investment. 1ClickFactory helps
partners to efficiently update, deploy, transform, develop, and certify solutions for Microsoft Dynamics. We are the largest
provider of Microsoft Azure services for Dynamics platforms. We lead innovation with services for Dynamics 365 apps and
Extensions.

